DIVISION OF ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY
AP QA MEETING

Thursday, December 13, 2012
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Dow Auditorium, Towsley Center

AGENDA

11:30-11:40 Introduction and Welcome – Jeffrey Myers

11:40-11:50 Where have all the good slide trays gone? – John Perrin

GOAL: Information sharing

11:50-12:05 “The Night Shift” …a customer service story – Diana French

GOAL: To share a story of customer service, process improvement and the benefits of having the right people doing the right work at the right time.

12:05-12:15 Improving Biopsy TAT in Room 1: Same day “IS” Pilot – David Lucas

GOAL: To provide information and discussion about process improvement in surgical pathology.

12:15-12:30 Recut Pilot in the Histology Lab - Lisa Taulbee & Danielle Marshall

GOAL: To create a continuous workflow “real time” of processing recuts, IPOX and special stain requests in the lab while ultimately focusing on continuous reduction of stress in the IPOX lab.

12:30-12:45 Speech Recognition and Winscribe: A winning combination – Nancy Fritzemeier

GOAL: Information sharing